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EPLON X12 
Air RDS

Material Nano-Eplon™

Weight(±g) 93 g

Balance grip heavy

String stiff

Target group Pros / Tournament

Item-No. / EAN 4028067330324

[ RACKET DATA SYSTEM (RDS) ]

 www.upgrade-your-game.de

EPLON X12 Air is equipped with 
the RDS. Speed, stroke and much 
more is transfered to the app on the 
smartphone in real time.
The Nano-Eplon™ Technology 
combines an enlargement of the 
sweetspot with additional power 
without increasing the weight. Eplon 
X12 with a narrow, Aero-Round 
frame cross-section produces a very 
secure and compact feel.                       

EPLON X12 
Air RDS
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PLASMA TX5
RDS

PLASMA TX3

Material Nano-Eplon™

Weight(±g) 88 g

Balance slightly grip

String midfl ex

Target group Pros / Tournament

Item-No. / EAN 4028067330300

Material EPLON™+K12

Weight(±g) 88 g

Balance grip heavy

String midfl ex

Target group Pros / Tournament

Item-No. / EAN 4028067330331

The fi rst badminton racket in 
Europe, which is equipped with 
a Racket Data System. Dynamic rate, 
shot type and much more is trans-
mitted in real time to the app 
in the smartphone.

Extremely light, fast and extremely 
manoeuvrable. The racket for the 
all-rounder. In the same construction 
as Plasma TX5 but without RDS.

PLASMA TX5
RDS

Material 

Weight(±g)

Balance 

String

Target group

Item-No. / EAN

The fi rst badminton racket in 
Europe, which is equipped with 
a Racket Data System. Dynamic rate, 
shot type and much more is trans-
mitted in real time to the app 
in the smartphone.

PLASMA TX3

Material 

Weight(±g)

Balance 

String

Target group

Item-No. / EAN

a Racket Data System. Dynamic rate, 
shot type and much more is trans-

Extremely light, fast and extremely 
manoeuvrable. The racket for the 
all-rounder. In the same construction 
as Plasma TX5 but without RDS.
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[ PROFESSIONAL LINE ]

The combination of modern and 
proven technologies. Microtec 
String System provides better 
impact safety by a closer string 
alignment at the sweet spot.
The Cube Technology giving more 
dynamics and stiffness.

MICRO TECH 06
The Nano-EplonTM Technolgy 
combines a bigger sweetspot and 
additional power without increasing 
weight. Eplon X10 has a narrow 
Aero-Round cross section creating 
optimal aerodynamics with a safe, 
compact feeling and a whip effect.

EPLON X10 
Ultra-lightweight frame with 
integrated carbon handle in a one-
piece construction. The extremely 
lightweight racket is enormously 
maneuverable, easy handling 
and gives the player unbelievable 
power, feel and control.

EXTREME 75

Material Nano-Eplon™

Weight(±g) 89 g

Balance balanced

String fl ex

Target group Pros / Tournament

Item-No. / EAN 4028067332960

Material Nano-Eplon™

Weight(±g) 85 g

Balance slightly headheavy

String extra stiff

Target group Pros / Tournament

Item-No. / EAN 4028067332595

Material MC/Nano-Eplon™

Weight(±g) 75 g

Balance slightly headheavy

String fl ex

Target group Tournament

Item-No. / EAN 4028067332885
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The general specifi cation of 
DELTA 7 is ideal for aggressive 
players who are able to generate 
a powerful play due to their good 
technique.

DELTA 7

Material Nano-Eplon™

Weight(±g) (±) 90 g

Balance headheavy

String extra stiff

Target group Pros / Tournament

Item-No. / EAN 4028067332939

With 40T-HMP & Eplon™+K12, 
the newest technologies are used in 
this racket. HMP (Hot Melt Process) 
is a process for producing a fabric 
of pre-impregnated and hot-melt-
bonded carbon fi bers with a very 
high strength in a low weight. The 
aerodynamically optimized frame 
head provides a faster and more 
dynamic play.

OMEX 800

Material 40T/HMP

Weight(±g) (±) 92 g

Balance slightly top heavy

String stiff

Target group Pros / Tournament

Item-No. / EAN 4028067330386

The general specifi cation of 
DELTA 7 is ideal for aggressive 
players who are able to generate 
a powerful play due to their good 
technique.

DELTA 7

Material 

Weight(±g)

Balance 

String

With 40T-HMP & Eplon™+K12, 
the newest technologies are used in 
this racket. HMP (Hot Melt Process) 
is a process for producing a fabric 
of pre-impregnated and hot-melt-
bonded carbon fi bers with a very 
high strength in a low weight. The 
aerodynamically optimized frame 
head provides a faster and more 
dynamic play.

OMEX 800

Material 

Weight(±g)
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[ CLUB & CENTER LINE ]

A super light racket made by the 
TSMP. The SUPRALIGHT S3.2 
provides a slim-frame constructed 
out of MetacarbonTM & EplonTM 

fi bers. TSMP production technolo-
gy is more complex, but increases 
signifi cantly the quality and perfor-
mance of the rackets. Ideally suited 
for a fast and dynamic play.

SUPRALIGHT 
S3.2 Speed

Material MC/Nano-Eplon™

Weight(±g) 84 g

Balance gripheavy

String fl ex

Target group Tournament

Item-No. / EAN 4028067331697

A super light racket made by the 
TSMP. The SUPRALIGHT S3.2 
provides a slim-frame constructed 
out of Metacarbon
fi bers. TSMP production technolo-
gy is more complex, but increases 
signifi cantly the quality and perfor-
mance of the rackets. Ideally suited 
for a fast and dynamic play.

SUPRALIGHT 
S3.2 Speed

Material 

Weight(±g)

Balance 

String

Target group

Item-No. / EAN

Improved game performance by 
the OLIVER Convex-Wave System 
and the innovative Nano-EplonTM 

Technology. The robust but 
lightweight frame allows a very 
punchy power game with optimal 
ball control. Easy handling and 
increased head acceleration.

ORGANIC 5

Material MC/Nano-Eplon™

Weight(±g) 89 g

Balance balanced

String midfl ex

Target group Tournament

Item-No. / EAN 4028067331567

A super light racket made by the 

provides a slim-frame constructed 

fi bers. TSMP production technolo-
gy is more complex, but increases 
signifi cantly the quality and perfor-
mance of the rackets. Ideally suited 

Nano-Eplon™

Improved game performance by 
the OLIVER Convex-Wave System 
and the innovative Nano-Eplon
Technology. The robust but 
lightweight frame allows a very 
punchy power game with optimal 
ball control. Easy handling and 
increased head acceleration.

ORGANIC 5

Material 

Weight(±g)

Balance 

String

Target group

Item-No. / EAN
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This allround frame impresses 
with its ease of use. The fl exible 
shaft supports you and gives 
you the power that you need in 
your game.

SPEED GTS 307 

Material MetacarbonTM

Weight(±g) 88 g

Balance slightly headheavy

String fl ex

Target group Tournament

Item-No. / EAN 4028067330546

A narrow profi led tournament 
frame with Metric Damping 
System. The midstiff shaft 
brings you power & speed 
that you need in your game.

NEXUS PRO

Material MetacarbonTM

Weight(±g) 87 g

Balance balanced

String midstiff

Target group Tournament

Item-No. / EAN 4028067330584

Light Top Racket in MetacarbonTM 
and Nano-Tec Technology. Good 
handling with damping support 
from the Front Cap System. With 
minimum effort, high performance 
and high ball speed.

DYNAMIC 80

Material MC / Nano-Tec

Weight(±g) 88 g

Balance gripheavy

String fl ex

Target group Pros / Tournament

Item-No. / EAN 4028067332670
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Lightweight and durable 
Hybrid-Metacarbon™ racket 
for ambitious club players. 
Aerodynamic frame profi le for 
maximum ball acceleration.

DUAL TEC

Material HCT/MC

Weight(±g) 89 g

Balance balanced

String midfl ex

Target group Advanced

Item-No. / EAN 4028067331734

[ CLUB & CENTER LINE ]

Light top racket with MetacarbonTM 
technolgy. Easy handling with 
damping support from the Front 
Cap System. With minimum 
effort, high performance and high 
ball speed. Ideal for students.

FETTER 
SMASH 4.0

Material MetacarbonTM

Weight(±g) 84 g

Balance balanced

String midfl ex

Target group Advanced

Item-No. / EAN 4028067331390

Low-priced all-round racket. 
Optimal speeding up of the ball, 
excellent ball control and easy 
handling.

SPEKTROS 300

Material HMG/Ti.

Weight(±g) 88 g

Balance balanced

String midfl ex

Target group Advanced

Item-No. / EAN 4028067331505
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Material Composite

Weight(±g) 92 g

Balance slightly headheavy

String midstiff

Target group Beginner / Advanced

Item-No. / EAN 4028067331741

Lightweight top racket in 
HCT-Technology. Very good hand-
ling and high ball speed despite 
minimal effort.

MORPH S6

Very stable frame with Oversize 
head. Flexible shaft for more 
power. An ideal beginner racket.

E-MAX C6

Composite frame with oversize 
head and fl exible graphite shaft. 
Top-racket for beginner.

FRESH 8.0

Material Hybrid-Carbon

Weight(±g) 91 g

Balance headheavy

String midfl ex

Target group Beginner / Advanced

Item-No. / EAN 4028067330539

Material Composite

Weight(±g) 92 g

Balance slightly headheavy

String midstiff

Target group Beginner / Advanced

Item-No. / EAN 4028067331956

MORPH S6
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GRIPSSTRINGS

[ BADMINTON EQUIPMENT ]

POINT GRIP

X-DRY GRIP

TACK GRIP

SUPER GRIP

Made of cotton, for very good sweat absorption. 
Self-adhesive.
Colours: blue, red, white / 13 m reel

FROTTEE GRIP

OVER GRIP MIXED

THE GRIP

Hi-Soft extreme slip-proof and absorbing due to 
the newly developed texture. Colour: black-red, 
black-gold, black-green / 24 pcs. box

Hi-Soft grip with soft and slip-proof texture. 
Moisture absorbing, cushioning and adhesive. 
Colours: black, grey, orange / 24 pcs. box

Hi-soft grip with extreme slip-proof due to the 
outline rill. Moisture absorbing, cushioning and 
adhesive. Colour: black / 24 pcs. box

Hi-Soft grip , the classic. Also convenient as ba-
sis-grip. Adhesive. Colours: black, blue, yellow, 
orange / 24 pcs. box

Very thin and absorbent grip. 
Colours: white, yellow, purple, grey 
/ 24 pcs. box

Hi-Soft Grip Tape extremely non-slip, grippy 
and self-adhesive. Suitable for squash, 
badminton and tennis rackets. 
Colours: yellow, green / 24 pcs. box

Microfi ber string with synthetic 
multifi lament fi bres & polyu-
rethane coating. Interesting 
for players who are looking for 
more power.
Colours: white, neongreen, pink
100  m reel, 0,65 mm

Oliver developed a reliable high 
performance string with an ex-
traordinary abrasion resistance 
and extreme backlash. At the 
end of a complicated thermal 
process using microfabrics 
and elastic resin the fabric is 
woven into a core.An interesting 
product for Professionals looking 
for more power and performan-
ce instead of durability. also 
available as a set.
Colours: black, white
200  m reel, 0,68 mm

The MX-1 is a nylon muli-
fi lament string with an good 
performance and extreme 
durability.
Colour: white
200  m reel, 0,80 mm

RS CORE 65 

RS CORE 68 

RS MX-1 
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BALLS
APEX 200

APEX 85

Our premium ball which is permitted in 
German Bundes League and in the rankings 
of DBV. Offi cial Shuttlecock at the Racket-
lon Worldcup 2016. Deliverable in different 
speeds. Offi cial Shuttlecock of numerous 
clubs in Germany. 
Material: Natural goose feathers
Speed: 76 / 77, 12 Dz.

High quality training ball
Material: Natural goose feathers
Speed: 77, 12 Dz.

PRO TEC 6

APEX 100
First-class durable tournament shuttlecock 
which is characterized through constant fl ight 
quality. Permitted in all leagues in Germany
Material: Natural goose feathers
Speed: 76 / 77, 12 Dz.

High quality nylon shuttlecocks with very 
good fl ying characteristics. Available in 
different colours (white & yellow), speeds 
and packaging units. 
Speed: slow, middle, fast, 
3 pcs. or 6 pcs.

Retailers voices
„Best ball in its class! APEX 100.“
Donald Schulz Sport Göttingen

„Compared to other brands is APEX 100 unrivaled 
in its price. The APEX 200 convinces with its 
excellent durability and a fi rst class price-perfor-
mance ratio!“
RW Sportartikel Hamburg

„APEX 100 is a shuttlecock with constant fl ying 
characteristics in any play situation to a sensatio-
nal good price.“
Badminton Wilde Nürnberg

Material: Natural goose feathers

High quality nylon shuttlecocks with very 
good fl ying characteristics. Available in 
different colours (white & yellow), speeds 
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[ INDOOR-SCHUHE ]

A powerful indoor shoes with the 
optimal combination of damping 
and stability. Lightweight, grippy 
and stable. Particularly suitable 
for indoor sports such as squash 
and badminton. Available in 
dec. 2017

SAT 80 

Sizes 36-47 

Half Sizes 39,5/40,5/44,5/45,5

Material P.U. 

Item-No. 43520

SAT-DAMPING OUTSOLECROSS-STABILIZER HI Q-MESH MIDSOLE 

Light and stable, compact and 
breathable, unique in style 
and thanks to the lightweight 
EVA midsole and the proven SAT 
damping provides the CX Pro-10 
also the necessary comfort.

Powerful, compact indoor shoe 
made of high quality P.U. leather 
and breathable mesh inserts. 
The super grippy and abrasion-
resistant rubber sole is suitable 
for all indoor surfaces. Available 
in feb. 2018

CX Pro 10X-600 

Sizes 36-47 

Half Sizes 39,5/40,5/44,5/45,5

Material P.U. 

Item-No. 43540

Sizes 36-47 

Half Sizes 39,5/40,5/44,5/45,5

Material P.U. 

Item-No. 43500
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 [ SPORT BAGS ]                  

Racketbag for squash, badminton 
and tennis rackets provides two large 
internal compartments and two exte-
rior side pockets. Padded back and 
shoulder straps.

TOP PRO 
RACKETBAG

Colours

black-blue 
black-neongreen 
purple
green-white 
black-white 

Size W 73 x D 23 x H 30

Item-No. 

4028067650187 
4028067650132
4028067650125
4028067650255
4028067650286

TOP PRO 
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 [ SPORT BAGS ]

TRIPLEBAG XL
Large, professional racket bag for squash, bad-
minton and tennis with an extra spacious interior 
and two separate outer pockets for rackets. An 
integrated shoe and wet compartment, adjustable 
and padded shoulder straps with practical back-
pack function

Professional Thermobag for squash, badminton and 
tennis rackets. It provides three large compartments, 
one compartment with thermo-function for rackets, 
one side pocket and a shoe pocket with zipper. 
Adjustable, padded shoulder straps. 

Colours black-blue / black-neongreen

Size W 75 x D 46 x H 32

Item-No. 65046 / 65354

Colours black-neongreen / purple

Size W 78 x D 38 x H 31 

Item-No. 65364 / 65362

GEARBAG TRIPLEBAG XL
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 [ SPORT BAG TS LINE ]

Racketbag with two separate main 
compartments.

RACKETCASE TS

Colours black-blue 

Size W 75 x D 19 x H 33

Item-No. 65048

A racketbag for squash, badminton and tennis 
with a large interior and a separate outer po-
ckets for rackets. An integrated shoe and wet 
compartment, adjustable and padded shoul-
der straps with practical backpack function.

Colours black-blue

Size W 75 x D 33 x H 33

Item-No. 65047

RACKETBAG TS

Backpack with large interior, front pocket with 
organizer, wet or shoe compartment, bag for 
rackets or laptop, outer compartments for 
drinks bottles, padded back and shoulder 
straps.

Colours black-blue

Size W 34 x D 23 x H 43

Item-No. 65049

RUCKSACK TS

W 34 x D 23 x H 43

65049

 [ SPORT BAG TS LINE ] [ SPORT BAG TS LINE ]



OLIVER Sport & Squash GmbH
Dieselstrasse 10
D-69221 Dossenheim

Phone: +49 6221 8771-0
Fax: +49 6221 8771-30
E-Mail: info@oliver-sport.de

WORLD OF OLIVER:
News, Players, Teams, Events

www.oliver-sport.com

Visit us on facebook:
www.facebook.com/oliversport1938/  
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